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HKS Government 

Performance Lab

GPL Fellows

Provide hands-on
technical assistance
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Spread ideas through

policy briefs and 

tools
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Convene state and city 

innovators

Technical Experts
Offer expert guidance 
on complex challenges

Over 200 projects across 35 states

Criminal justice
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health

Workforce development

Procurement systems
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GPL Trainings for RFA Workforce Fellows 2022-23

Community 

Needs and Market 

Research
RFP Drafting

RFP 

Promotion

Proposal 

Evaluation

Active 

Contract/Grant 

Management

Procurement Cycle

Equity in Procurement 

and Grantmaking
October 27, 2022

How do we center equity in 

procurement and improve 

accessibility for small and 

minority-led organizations?

Planning and Drafting 

Results-Driven RFPs
December 14, 2022

How do we write RFPs that 

root social services in clear 

goals and performance 

metrics, yet still encourage 

vendor innovation?

Evaluation and Contract 

Award
TODAY: February 15, 2023

How do we award the RFP to 

the right vendor and establish 

a productive, collaborative 

relationship early on?

Active Grant 

Management
April 26, 2023

(in-person)

How do we manage a grant 

such that we see results 

and codify best practices?

October 2022 April 2023GPL Trainings



• Framing and evaluation criteria (25 minutes)

• Evaluation process: proposal questions and evaluators (15 minutes)

• Evaluation process: scoring and debriefs (15 minutes)

• Contract award and launch (10 minutes)

• Fellow Example: Kier Scott, Central Ohio Performance Pilot

• Q&A and next steps (10 minutes)

Agenda
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But first, a Zoom poll.

What aspect of proposal evaluation does your 

jurisdiction find the most challenging?

• Writing evaluation criteria for workforce RFPs

• Developing a holistic, but not burdensome set of 

proposal questions and requirements

• Running an efficient, but inclusive evaluation process

• Establishing a productive, collaborative relationship 

with a vendor at contract’s start
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Session objectives

By the end of today's session, we hope you will be able to:

1. Write clear, organized evaluation criteria that make it easy for reviewers to 

determine which vendors best address your RFP’s needs. 

2. Develop proposal questions and requirements that are transparent, logical, and 

accessible to all vendors. 

3. Organize an evaluation process that is streamlined, fair, and impartial.

4. Come to contract negotiation and award prepared with a vision for a productive, 

outcome-oriented relationship with a vendor. 

You can workshop RFPs from your own jurisdiction through office hours 

with GPL staff!



Framing and Evaluation Criteria
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Why does proposal evaluation matter? 

Any other reason that proposal evaluation is important? Add it in the chat!

Proposal evaluation is a critically important stage!

• The decision what to buy and who to buy it from 

will directly impact: 

➢Day-to-day operations

➢The success of the project

➢The quality of services delivered to residents

➢Which organizations get the benefit of being 

allocated public resources

• This decision requires balancing fairness, 

consistency, and effective decision-making.
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3 major components of proposal evaluation

Evaluation Criteria Questions & Requirements People & Process

The primary criteria by 

which you’ll score or rank 

a proposal.

The responses to 

questions and required 

material you collect from 

vendors to help you 

determine how they 

measure up against the 

scoring criteria.

The people involved in 

reading and scoring 

proposals and the 

processes that bring them 

together.
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Qualities of effective evaluation criteria

• Connect to your specific outcome goals, metrics, and scope of work

• Give the right balance between multiple priorities

• Provide sufficient information to let proposers know what full points look 

like (i.e., to have “fully met” the criteria), and how partial points will be given

• Can be used as another way of signaling what’s important to the agency 

(e.g., equity)

• Clearly align to proposal questions and submittals requested

• Are fair to all proposers, consistent, and not overly restrictive 
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What do typical evaluation criteria include?

Organization 

and Staff

What are other evaluation criteria you can think of?

Service 

Delivery
Geographic 

Reach

Budget and Cost-

Effectiveness



RFP for affordable housing development partner

RFP Goals

• Improve housing affordability

• Mitigate flooding and other environmental / site challenges

• Reknit the neighborhood

Scope of Work (key sections)

• Building Design and Layout 

• Affordability Targets

• Project Financing

• Drainage

• Complimentary Investments by the City of Charleston

13

What evaluation criteria might Charleston, SC have used? 

Cooper River Bridge TIF District

Evaluation Criteria (summary)

• Strength and qualifications of the development team

• Strength of the proposed financing package in maximizing public 

benefits from this development while minimizing public cost

• On-site drainage solution that is robust and responsive to the site’s 

drainage challenges and can provide a high quality of life for residents 

under a range of storm/tidal conditions

• Responsiveness to the City’s design priorities and specifications, 

and adherence to the State LIHTC design requirements. 

Based on this RFP, what evaluation 

criteria would you use to assess a 

respondent’s development team 

and their ability to build climate 

resilient affordable housing? Please 

discuss in groups of 3-4.
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What is effective in how Charleston, SC defined this 

evaluation criterion?

14

Strengths and qualifications of the development team – qualification areas to be assessed:

• Knowledge of and experience working with the low-income population targeted by this development. The 

Offeror should highlight work experience in low-income populations in flood prone areas.

• Ability to engage and cooperate with the community and government stakeholders. The Offeror should 

highlight examples of successful community and local government engagement around past developments, noting 

specific strategies or approaches that contributed to positive and trust-based relationships with stakeholders.

• Multi-family development experience. Developer should indicate the quality and number of units / projects 

completed in the past 5 years: in the City of Charleston, in South Carolina, and in the United States.

• LIHTC development experience. Developer should indicate the quality and number of units / projects completed 

in the past 5 years in: South Carolina, and in the United States.

• Experience developing Brownfield sites or sites requiring environmental remediation. Developer should 

indicate the quality and number of units / projects completed in the past 5 years

• Architect affordable housing design experience. Developer should indicate the quality and number of units / 

projects of affordable housing designed by the project architect or architectural design partner in the past 5 years

• Involvement of Disadvantage Businesses Enterprises (DBEs). Provide firm history and experience with 

Disadvantage Businesses Enterprise (DBE) programs including small businesses, local businesses, disabled 

veteran‐owned businesses, women‐owned businesses, and firms owned by underrepresented ethnic groups.
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4 tips for assigning weights

15

In addition to defining evaluation criteria, you also want to be clear about their relative importance. Assigning 

weights is a great way to do this. Weights help vendors understand what to emphasize in their proposal (or 

whether to respond to at all) and allow jurisdictions to balance multiple priorities in assessing RFP responses.

When assigning weights:

1. All weighted criteria 

together should add up 

to 100%. 

2. Avoid assigning 

weights smaller than 5%, 

as this is likely too granular 

to meaningfully change a 

score.

3. Reflect on how you want to compare price against other 

factors. Weighting price is a straightforward and common 

approach. However, it’s not the only option. For example, in RFPs 

where value for money is a priority, proposal content may be 

evaluated first, and then compared against price by calculating 

dollars per point; or, proposal content may be evaluated, the top 

technically acceptable proposals shortlisted, and award made to 

the lowest priced proposal among them.

4. Identify any mandatory eligibility requirements separately. 

While you should avoid creating unnecessary eligibility 

requirements that could exclude viable proposals, some RFPs do 

have mandatory eligibility criteria (federal funding, local labor law). 

These requirements should be clearly outlined up front in the RFP, 

so proposers know whether to apply.



Evaluation Process: Proposal Questions and Evaluators

16
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3 major components of proposal evaluation

Evaluation Criteria Questions & Requirements People & Process

The primary criteria by 

which you’ll score or rank 

a proposal.

The responses to 

questions and required 

material you collect from 

vendors to help you 

determine how they 

measure up against the 

scoring criteria.

The people involved in 

reading and scoring 

proposals and the 

processes that bring them 

together.
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First, design proposal questions and submission requirements

• Write questions in accessible language 

and try to maintain parallel syntax for 

questions of the same format. 

• (e.g., don’t switch between “What are your 

organization’s strengths?” and “Applicants 

should describe their strengths.”)

• Map your questions logically (and 

numerically, to the extent possible) to the 

evaluation criteria you decided on.

• Determine the right amount of 

information you need to gauge vendor fit 

and how that information is best collected. 

• Make sure the required attachments 

(forms, statements, recommendations) are 

easy to understand and accessible to all 

bidders.

What to Keep in Mind

• If you write a confusing question, you’ll get a 

confusing response.

• Vendors may be experts in their fields, but 

not experts in proposal writing.

• Questions should be closely aligned to and 

capture the spirit of your scoring criteria. You 

want the time that vendors spend on 

preparing a proposal section to reflect the 

section’s relative importance.

• The more you ask for, the more you must sift 

through later…but if you don’t ask for enough, 

you may have to reach out to vendors with 

follow-up questions.

• You don’t want to lose out on quality vendors 

because your attachment requirements were 

confusing.

Why It Matters

CLARITY

LENGTH

FAIRNESS

LOGIC



An example of mapping out your questions

Visually map out each criterion and the 

questions/requirements to understand 

whether what you’re asking accurately 

reflects what you want in a 

provider/vendor.

Also consider using case 

studies or asking for specific 

examples that demonstrate past 

experiences to get responses 

that go beyond repeating the 

RFP’s goals.
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Small fixes add up to a big impact

Asking for a long 

narrative response – an 

essay.

A case study or multiple short 

answer responses – a 

questionnaire. 

How about…

Instead of…

Mixing responses with 

budget requirements 

and additional materials. 

Creating three separate 

submission templates: response 

sheet, budget template, and 

checklist for additional materials.

Let’s try…

What else can we do to make the process simpler? Drop your ideas in the chat

Letting past RFPs 

determine your 

attachments.

Or we can 

consider…

Having our goals, SOW, and 

specifications determine our 

attachments.



While selecting individuals to evaluate proposals, consider:
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Then identify the right evaluators

• Expertise: Evaluators should be subject matter experts in the service 
area or project being procured or should have related or transferrable 
expertise.

• Diversity of perspectives: In addition to the government project 
manager, and a procurement official, include front-line staff, residents, 
and staff from partner agencies or other local governments.

• The right number of evaluators: Procurements usually have 3-5 
evaluators, and many governments like to have an odd number of 
evaluators in the event there is a need to break a tie.

• Impartiality: Evaluators should have no perceived or apparent conflicts 
that would influence their evaluation.

• Availability: To maintain consistency, the same group should be 
prepared to participate throughout the evaluation.



Evaluation Process: Scoring and Debriefs
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Prepare evaluators by briefing them in advance

Help them understand:

• The RFP goals, objectives, and scope of work

• The evaluation approach and criteria

• Their role as evaluators

To keep your evaluation moving, try the following:

• Ask evaluators to provide feedback on the RFP draft.

• Book dates well in advance to brief evaluators and conduct 

the evaluation.

• Take care of administrative requirements upfront.



1. Conduct an evaluator orientation to walk through tools and 
processes, go over expectations, and level-set knowledge. Not all 
evaluators will start with the same understanding of a service or good. 

Have a plan for discussing and scoring proposals

2. Do some practice scoring exercises to help calibrate scores 
between evaluators beforehand.

3. Provide a point of contact for evaluators to support them as 
questions arise.

4. Structure and facilitate the scoring discussion meetings to ensure 
fairness and mitigate biases.
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Then run evaluation meetings that are fair, impartial, 

and inclusive

• Each evaluator brings a completed draft score sheet to the 

evaluation meeting.

• Most-junior evaluator speaks first, stating scores by category 

and discussing rationale.

• Repeat for all evaluators.

• Evaluators discuss perspectives and difference in opinions 

that might be the result of differing expertise.

• Each evaluator can change or confirm individual scores 

based upon the discussion.

• Scores are automatically averaged in the evaluation toolkit.

• The proposal(s) with the highest combined score(s) are 

recommended for selection.
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We have a winner! But what about the other proposals?

Post-award debriefs

• Debriefs are short, optional meetings between procurement staff and unsuccessful proposers to offer 

guidance for future RFPs.

• Clearly advertise the opportunity to debrief and make it available to all unsuccessful proposers.

• It's a great way to promote a customer service mindset and encourage proposers to pursue other 

opportunities.

During the debrief:

• Treat proposers fairly and consistently, while setting them up for success in the future.

• Provide constructive feedback to the proposer about their own proposal. Do not share information about 

other proposers.

• Help the proposer feel encouraged to propose again. 

• Ask for feedback on the RFP and solicitation process to make future improvements.

• Log a written record outlining the details of the debrief discussion in the RFP file.



Contract Award and Launch
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You’ve awarded the contract to a provider – now what? 

Contract award is just the beginning! To get results, 

you need to establish trust and rapport with your 

vendor so you can:

Don’t be like the fish in Finding Nemo – have a 

plan!

Negotiate terms

Track progress

Address 

challenges

Celebrate success

Monitor and 

mitigate risk

Determine whether 

this is a vendor to 

work with again
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Negotiating with your vendor – what’s in your control?

So much of negotiation is identifying what factors – given WIOA requirements – you 
actually can adjust with a provider. 

In Your Control

• Cost and contract length

• Invoicing and payment: how are payments delivered and how 

often?

• Additional performance metrics: what are non-WIOA required 

metrics you want to track? How often?

• Governance and role delegation: Who is responsible for what 

part of the contract? Who makes the final decisions for different 

aspects of service design and delivery?

• Communication: How do you check in with a provider and how 

often? What do you discuss?

As you finalize a contract with a vendor, what are other terms you consider? Put your ideas in the chat.

Not in Your Control

• WIOA-required service delivery 

standards and guidelines

• WIOA-required performance metrics

• Provider’s availability in a given 

service region
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The key to contract management – communication!

Healthy, open communication between you and your 

vendor is critical to realizing your goals. Before your 

first meeting, you should determine:

• Frequency: how often do you want to 

meet with the vendor (quarterly, monthly)?

• Method: how do you want to meet with 

the vendor (site visits, Zoom)?

• Content: what do you want to discuss?
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When we have our first meeting, what should we cover?

1. Vision of success

2. Clear sense of roles and 
responsibilities

3. Shared materials for 
getting vendor up to speed

4. Tone of open 
communication and 

partnership

5. Familiarity with risks and 
contract requirements

• Both parties are aligned on the purpose, goals and 

objectives of contract.

• Joint awareness of what could impact success.

• It is clear what the jurisdiction will retain responsibility for 

and what support the jurisdiction will provide.

• Provider has the information necessary to do their job 

well, including transition materials, background, data 

access, and/or program history.

• Establish a productive relationship and tone early, get to 

know provider’s team.

• Outline and discuss risks and mitigation plan.

• Vendors know key dates, deliverables, payment 

schedules, and contract requirements. 



WDBCO Performance Pilot

February 15, 2023

Kier Scott | Policy and Performance Manager, Workforce Development Board of Central Ohio



Central-Ohio Performance Pilot

Purpose
• Gather enough data to test assumptions

• Gives us the ability to troubleshoot and refine 

processes

• Gather more data to adjust baselines in accordance 

with our local performance goals

• Gives us enough time to acclimate and teach local 

providers

Process
• Providers were given a desk aid

• Providers were also given a performance-tracking tool

• Invoice was adjusted to account for the change in 

process

• Quarterly submissions of the performance tool

• Quarterly performance centers

• On-going technical assistance

Performance Metrics
• Youth Employed in a High Priority Occupation, post-secondary 

education, or Military

• Youth Earning $15 or over

• Youth who complete work experiences in their career pathway

• Youth that enters an apprenticeship

• Youth that successfully complete or start a pre-apprenticeship

• Successful Individual Training Account (ITA) Completions

• High-school seniors who obtain a High School Diploma or 

equivalent

Goals
• Provide more opportunities that lead to more substantial 

outcomes

• Prioritize clients

• Indirectly/directly increase local WIOA common measures

• Meet the needs of the local economy/region

• Meet the goals of our strategic plan as an organization



Thank you!
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Type your questions in the chat, and we’ll answer them live! 

Feel free to use office hours with GPL staff to workshop 

RFPs in your jurisdiction.

Questions? Comments?



APPENDIX
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Website 
Offerings

Resource 
Library

Community 
Conversations

Member Portal 
and Directory

What is the Procurement Excellence Network?
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Non-Website 
Offerings

Live Virtual 
Events

Office Hours

Newsletter

The Procurement Excellence Network is a community for procurement professionals who know 

procurement is a tool for effecting lasting change, a place where innovators and change-makers in state 

and local government can come together to share best practices, find resources, and refine their craft.

GPLPEN.HKS.HARVARD.EDU
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Opportunities to customize your evaluation approach

Step Key Questions

Identify evaluators • Who has the right expertise, perspective, affiliations, and 

availability to evaluate proposals?

• How can you include the voices and perspectives of 

individuals who will work most closely with the selected 

vendor?

Determine what information you need 

from proposers

• Based on your evaluation criteria, what information do you 

need from proposers to understand whether a proposal is a 

good fit? Will a template help you get this information in a 

standard way?

• Will it be more efficient for the government, or for proposers, 

to conduct the evaluation in stages?

Create tools for evaluators to make 

structured and consistent decisions

• How will evaluators score proposals against evaluation 

criteria?

Prepare evaluators • What information do evaluators need to make objective 

evaluation decisions?



Resource Library Topics
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• This toolkit includes three tools 

you can use to shift towards 

more proactive engagement with 

other departments:

o A procurement intake form

o A kickoff meeting slide deck

o An RFP getting started 

worksheet

• Setting up a vendor 

performance evaluation system 

can enable governments to 

track important performance 

data over time.

• This how-to guide will help you 

get started in setting up a 

vendor performance evaluation 

system in your government.

• This slide deck is a resource you 

can review at your own pace that 

covers the mechanics of process 

mapping and how it can be an 

asset to your procurement 

transformation efforts.

• The appendix includes sample 

slides and notes you can use for 

your own process mapping 

sessions.

Solicitation Getting Started Toolkit Process Mapping 101

Example Resources
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Assessing & Tracking Vendor 

Performance
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Getting Started on your RFP

Consider the following questions as you plan for and prepare to write your RFP.
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Risks of (poor) proposal evaluation

• Flashy, well-written proposals may make organizations look more qualified than 

they are

• Otherwise strong proposals may be ruled out for deviating from technical 

requirements, like formatting

• Proposals may not include key information that is necessary to make award 

decisions

• Evaluators may be affected by biases or conflicts of interest during scoring or 
discussion

The ultimate risk in any evaluation process is selecting a vendor who 

fails to deliver on the goals of the RFP.


